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Department of Communicative English, Activities 2021-22 
 
STUDENT INTERACTIVE SESSION REGARDING ZERO FILAMENT DRIVE 
 A very informative session on environmental sustainability was taken by Angelina 
Jose Joji on 20th January, 2022 at 2.00 PM, virtually via Google meet. The session covered 
topics such as sustainable development, energy conservation and zero filament drive. These 
terms were defined and steps to achieve these were discussed. The program was conducted 
as part of the Academia Week 2021-22 to spread awareness about sustainability. There was 
a ppt presentation regarding sustainability, academia and zero filament drive. 
 

 
 

WEBINAR ON RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 This seminar dealt with the basics of research for UG students. The resource person 

described how to choose a wide area and then limit it down to a study topic. She also 

discussed the differences between qualitative and quantitative research methods. She also 

stressed the need of following MLA Style, which helps readers navigate and interpret a work 

by providing recognisable cues that relate to sources and borrowed information. She urged 

everyone to follow the same format so that there is uniformity of style within a field. 

Students presented their concerns and worries during the Q&A session, which were 

adequately addressed. 



 
 

 

 

 



WEBINAR ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
 
A formal inauguration of the webinar organised by the Communicative English association 
was done byMs. Minimole K,Assistant Professor St Xaviers College. The event of the 
inauguration of English association and cultural saturnalia that followed was titled, ‘Marvel – 
Us’ with the theme of Marvel Avenger series on August 2, 2019.  Dr. Edward A Edezhath 
delivered the inaugural address. Dr. Sr. Shalini, the Principal of the college gave welcome 
address with warm words. Ms. Bindh Varghese, the head of the department of 
Communicative English delivered the felicitation address. 
 

 



 

 

WOMEN AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP: DISPELLING MYTHS AND DISCERNING 

STRATEGIES. 

The Department of Communicative English had organized an Alumna talk, ‘Women and 

Entrepreneurship: Dispelling Myths and discerning Strategies’, on 11/02/2022, in 

online platform. The meeting started at 11.30a.m. with a prayer. Ms. Annliya Joy 

CEO, The Shadow was the resource person of the day. Ms. Angelina from second year 

communicative English rendered a cordial welcome to the resource person and to all 

the teachers and students of the department who participated in the session. The session 

was indeed inspirational for the students. Ms. Zarah from the second year communicative 

English delivered the vote of thanks. 

 

 



 

 

 

RANKS 

Alai Adithi CJ, English Literature and Communication studies, secured 9th rank in the 

university exam 

 

 

 



RESILIENCE – THE MINDFUL PROJECT A SOCIAL OUTREACH PROGRAM 
 With the gradual pace of the globalized world, the individuals are facing the 

conditions where there is a lack in the process of getting an awareness on the importance of 

mental health and its significance in their lives experiencing the struggles. Along with the 

onslaught of the pandemic and allied personal and social issues, there was a recognition in 

the need to impart knowledge in the students that make up the population of vulnerable 

categories. Awareness of one's own status of mental health, the various possible issues and 

concerns that alters the stability of human minds and the existence of various mythical, 

stereotypical and hypocritical attitudes of the societal establishments needed to be 

imparted as an awareness session to the educated young minds. Especially, when hit with 

the advent of the pandemic that led to various emotional crises that accelerated the 

concerns of lives and livelihoods, we, the students of 3rd BA Communicative English of the 

batch 2019-2022 conducted a series of programs including seminar, webinar, online surveys 

and social media oriented enlightening sessions. With an aim of educating the young minds 

on the vulnerability of human minds and the aids of preserving the health of emotional 

aspects of individuals in a fast moving world run by competitions and competitors, we made 

sure that the event was undertaken through the narratives of imparting an awareness on 

the responsibilities, aids and commitments to oneself and to the societal beings around. 



 
WOMEN RIGHTS AND JUSTICE 
 

The informative awareness webinar on women rights and justice by Vinitha V 
(Deputy Registrar) was conducted on 19th July from 3pm to 4pm via Google meet. It was 
very informative and helpful for the 2nd and 3rd year students of Ba communicative English. 
The webinar was conducted on behalf of the extension activity “SRITVA” of 2nd years, to 
empower the women around. 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


